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As we get ready to kick off the biggest buying season of the year, Home & Gift Harrogate is excited to 

welcome back some familiar names in the industry, as well as introducing a host of fresh faces in their 

exhibitor line up for 2022. 

 

 

Taking place from the 17th-20th July, the four-day show promises to be jam-packed with up-and-coming 

brands who are eager to make an impact, with 30% of exhibitors attending the show for the very first 

time this year! There really is nowhere better for buyers to source their Autumn/Winter collections from 

the most exciting new names across the five main event sectors. 

 



 

To help you plan ahead, here’s a sneak peek at just a few of the new additions you’ll be able to meet at 

Home & Gift this year:  

Aery Ltd 

Made in the UK with sustainable ingredients, Aery uses 

100% plant-based wax and carrier oils that are free from 

paraffin and palm oil. This brand is proudly vegan and 

cruelty-free, and aims to be as eco-conscious as possible 

with all candles, diffusers, candle holders and paper 

being plastic-free and recyclable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clarity Blends 

Clarity Blend is a wellness and lifestyle brand with a focus 

on aromatherapy and essential oil blends. Working with 

what nature has to offer is at the core of their brand. They 

have created a range of ten essential oil blends uniquely 

formulated to address wellness needs. Their mission is to 

help customers clear their mind, boost their energy, sleep 

better, uplift their mood or transport them to a happy 

place with the natural scents. 



 

Cascayde 

Family run and based in Scotland, Cascayde is all 

about making it easy for people to embrace low-

plastic living. From simple day-to-day sustainable 

swaps to plastic-free packaging, this brand believes 

that cutting down on single-use plastic should not 

mean compromising on the beautiful products you 

have in your life.  

 

 

 

 

CAHM 

Awarded Highly Commended for Best Newcomer at BCTF 

2022, CAHM® is a fragrance and well-being brand with a 

loyal following, founded in 2020 by Amy Hogarth. Setting 

out to create something unique, this brand aims to 

encourage positive mental health habits through their 

products. Handmade in their Horsforth studio in small 

batches, CAHM is a premium product with an ethical heart. 

All products are sustainably sourced, vegan friendly, cruelty 

free and packaged plastic-free. 

 

 

Discover the full list of fresh faces you can find at this 

year’s show here. 

https://homeandgift.co.uk/a-z-brands?&categories=CAF19120-A471-B49F-DB0A74D912805C42&searchgroup=F6751AA0-exhibitors

